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INTRODUCTION

Following a recommendation for additional exploratory 

work, two geophysical surveys were conducted in early 1978 over 

twenty-one mineral claims in lots 11 and 12, Range II and III, 

Parkin Township, Ontario. These surveys, in the vicinity of 

a known base metal occurrence were completed in an attempt to 

define, more precisely, the relationship of conductivity and 

magnetic susceptibility contrasts with this known copper occurrence 

and to explore for additional conductors and anomalous magnetic 

effects along strike or from sources at a greater depth than this 

mineralized zone. Such geophysical anomalies, it was hope^ ^ould 

be evaluated as direct indications of the potential for a r -jsive 

sulphide ore zone on this property.

Field work including line cutting,a multi-frequency 

horizontal loop electromagnetic survey and magnetic survey was 

carried out during February and March 1978. Field operations 

were supervised by D. N. Sexsmith, a member of the Riocanex 

geophysical staff. All other members of the field crew were 

temporarily employed by Riocanex at the time of the survey.

Upon completion of field operations these data

were forwarded to Toronto for draughting, profiling and contouring 

with the finished maps being interpreted by in-house personnel.

TA M TA^CP fl. AflfrMrfMKJ___________________APRIL
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LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claims are located in the southwestern corner of 

Parkin Township, some 20 miles north of Sudbury. Sixteen of 

these claims are currently held under an option agreement 

between Mr. H. Barry, 1265 Arvo Street, Sudbury, Ontario and 

Riocanex. Five additional, contiguous claims were staked 

on behalf of Riocanex by Mr. Barry in early 1978 and are not 

subject to the terms of the Barry Option agreement. All claims 

are currently in good standing with individual claim numbers 

and respective status of claim blocks within the group 

indicated in Appendix I "Table of Claim Status". Claim numbers 

are also shown on location Map L 2767 attached.

The claim group is accessible to trucks or 4 wheel 

drive vehicles having "good road clearance" by following an 

old drill road and trail which intersects Highway 545 near a 

sharp hilltop curve. This curve is located less than a mile 

east of the junction of Highway 545 and the CNR mainline, in 

Hutton Township. Travel for a distance of less than a mile 

along this old road, northeast from the Highway 545 junction 

will intersect tie line 6W between lines 6N and 7N on the 

survey grid. Under severe winter snow conditions; snow ploughing 

or skidoo travel may be necessary from the road junction on 

Highway 545.

RIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION UUITCD
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S GENERAL GEOLOGY AND PREVIOUS WORK

The area is a part of the Geological Survey of Canada 

published aeromagnetic geophysical paper 1512, Map 1512 G, 

Milnet, Ontario 41-1-15.

A positive magnetic trend can be seen striking north 

west from Mowat Lake through the area of investigation.

Generally the area surrounding these claims is underlain 

by northwest striking bands of mafic to felsic metavolcanics 

which contain numerous showings.

These showings were actively investigated during the 

early fifties by Fab Metal Mines Limited.

Their findings, on file at the Ontario Ministry of 

Natural Resources, Division of Mines, was verified in the field 

and provided the encouragement for re-investigation.

The published Ontario Department of Mines, Geological 

Report 80, by H. D. Meyn, 1970 and Map 2180, Hutton and Parkin 

Township provides the necessary geological information and 

describes as well the only known previous work on pages 61 through 

63.

The following are excerpts from that report: 

Claims at 54B (Fab Metal Mines)

The 9 claims located in lot 12, concession III, Parkin 

Township cover the ground of the main showing formerly owned 

by Fab Metal Mines Limited. The description of this part of the 

property is based on work done by Fab Metal and a report, dated 

1952, to that company by ^ . C. Knight.

The following five paragraphs are paraphrased from

MIO TINTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION UUITCD
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records of Fab Metal Mines. 

History

Large and numerous sulphide showings were rediscovered 

in the area of lot 12, concession III, Parkin Township. An 

exploration program was initiated in September, 1951 and was 

terminated in June, 1952 by Fab Metal Mines Limited. A baseline 

was cut, approximately 1,000 survey stations were established for 

a magnetic survey, and 6,165 feet of drilling was performed in 

17 holes. 

Geology

Detailed geological mapping on the property (see Figure 

10) showed it to be underlain by Archean andesite, rhyolite, and 

felsic tuff. These formations are interbedded and generally 

strike N200W. This series is bordered to the north by. rocks of 

the Mississagi Formation of the Huronian system, composed largely 

of fine-to-medium-vjrained quartzite interbedded with argillite. 

The volcanic rocks have been intruded by and easterly to north 

easterly-trending dike of diabase. The dike appears to dip 

steeply to the south and southeast.

The rocks have been offset by two faults. Horizontal 

displacement is shown by the offsetting of the diabase dike and 

the volcanic rocks. Vertical displacement is indicated which 

suggests that the central wedge moved down with respect to the 

rocks to the east and west. No major shear zones were observed but 

in the vicinity of the diabase dike and the faults the rocks are 

somewhat fractured and sheared.

MIO TINTO CANAOIAN Cl'LOMATION UMITCD
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Geophysical Work

Geophysical work detailed four magnetic anomalies. 

Examination by Fab Metal showed two of these to be caused by 

disseminated magnetite and they were not investigated further. 

The remaining two anomalies, previously explored by surface 

trenching, were further investigated by 17 drill holes. The 

mineralization zones were tested to a vertical depth from 200 to 

350 feet below surface. Although short sections containing fair 

sphalerite mineralization and wider sections of about 20 feet, 

assaying less than h of l percent zinc, were intersected, no 

ore sections were located along the drilled length of these zones. 

Mineralization

Information obtained from drill holes 1,2,5,6,7,8 and 10 

(Figure 10) indicated the zone to be composed of a core of felsic 

tuff varying in width from 20 to 130 feet. This core is bounded 

on either side by about 10 feet of highly altered and well 

mineralized andesite. The felsic tuffs are moderately mineralized 

with disseminated pyrite, pyrrhotite, and minor, to scant, 

chalcopyrite; the highly altered contact areas are well mineralized 

with pyrite and pyrrhotite, and to a lesser extent with sphalerite, 

chalcopyrite, and minor amounts of arsenopyrite. A small amount 

of silver accompanies the sphalerite. Age relationships of the 

mineralization indicate that the sphalerite was introduced after 

the pyrite and pyrrhotite and before the chalcopyrite.

The other drill holes explored similar mineralized 

zones, one parallel to the first one, and the other to the south. 

In a company report it was recommended that some deeper drilling

• 10 TIMTO CANADIAN CX'LONATION LIMITCO
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be done to test the extent and tenor of mineralization at gr
eater 

depth.

No assays are available in the assessment files but two 

selected grab samples taken by the author from an outcrop be
side 

the road near drill hole No. 15 were assayed by the Laborator
y 

Branch, Ontario Department of Mines, and results are shown i
n 

Table 17.

Table 17 SULPHIDE ASSAYSA ON SAMPLES FROM E. RIVERS, PROPERTY54B
 

(assays by Laboratory Branch, Ontario Dep. Of Mines)

Element

Gold

Zinc

Chromium

Cobalt

Copper

Lead

Manganese

Molybdenum

Nickel

Titanium

Vanadium

Sample Number

MP-66-45 

0.02 

1.38

MP-66-48 

0.02

TL

T

t * * l

T 

T

TL 

T

t * * *

TL 

T

-v-v
-i**'. ~.

Figures are percent except for gold which is reported i
n ounces 

per ton.

T - 0.01 to 0.10 percent 
TL - 0.05 to 0.50 percent

*IO TINTO CANADIAN CX'IOMTION LIHITCO
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SURVEY PROCEDURE

Line Cutting: A 2700 metre baseline was cut, under 

contract to H. Barry, through the eastern part of the claim group, 

near the showings. This control line was cut on a bearing of 315O 

azimuth using a "four point board" and routine back sight picketing 

procedures.

The grid consists of 28 picket lines varying in length 

from 225 metres to 1850 metres, spaced at 100 metre intervals 

along the baseline and cut perpendicular to it. Tie-line 6W 

was "turned off" subparallel to the baseline from line UN at 

600 metres west of the baseline. It was intended to serve as 

control for chaining, however; a large deviation in the direction 

of this line was observed south from line 5S. This deviation 

was not corrected. Chainage pickets were placed every 25 metres 

on all lines.

In total 42.35 kilometres of grid lines, baseline and 

tie line were cut between December 1977 and February 1978. 

However; the accurate field location of all claim boundaries with 

regards to the survey lines (Dwgs. M 3583 and M 4560) has sub 

sequently indicated that inadvertent overcutting beyond the claim 

boundaries did occur. These segments were surveyed prior to the 

location of these boundary lines.

Magnetic Surveys: The instrument useo on all magnetic 

traverses was a Scintrex Fluxgate model MF-2 magnetometer. 

Requiring only "bull's-eye" levelling, it has a sensitivity of 

20 gammas per scale division and a reading accuracy of 10 gammas 

on the most sensitive scale. On all other scales reading accuracy

HID TINTO CANADIAN fxriO*ATION UWITCD
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can be maintained at l * of full scale. Five switch-selectable 

scales are available which allow the observer to monitor an 

overall range of relative vertical field magnetic values of - 

100,000 gammas.

Readings were taken nominally every 25 metres except 

where anomalous conditions were encountered or expected in which 

case intermediate 12.5 metre stations were read. Anomalous 

conditions for the present purpose can be summarized as areas 

of unusually high or low magnetic amplitudes relative to an 

arbitrary background value, areas with magnetic gradients greater 

than 100 gammas per nominal station interval and areas of outcrop 

so as to facilitate any geological correlations. Diurnal 

variation was monitored by completing closed loops to any base 

station located at or near pre-selected grid line baseline 

intersection points {Dwgs. M 3583 and M4560). The time interval 

between checks was kept within one hour throughout these surveys. 

Diurnal corrections were applied by a linear distribution of any 

observed variation over the time between base checks.

In total 1732 stations were observed with approximately 

33.5 kilometers of magnetic survey completed, within the claim 

group.

Electromagnetic Surveys: The instrument used for this 

EM survey was an Apex Max-Min II portable EM system. This unit 

was operated at a low frequency of 444 Hz and a higher frequency 

of 1777 Hz in a max-coupled, horizontal loop mode using coil 

separations of 100 metres during all traverses. The instrument 

receiver measures the in-phase and quadrature components of the

RIO TlttTO CANADIAN CltlOftATION 11 MIT t D



secondary field, relative .to a reference signal produced by the 

coplanar transmitting coil fed directly to the receiver console 

through an unshielded reference cable. All receiver values are 

read directly as a percentage of the primary field. The relative 

strengths of the real (in-phase) components are plotted as profiles 

for each frequency and coil separation and are a guide to the 

conductivity-width product of a buried conductor. This parameter 

is said to be directly related to the quanity of conducting 

minerals present. In-phase or quadrature values more negative 

than background generally indicate the presence of conductive 

material as based on generalized dike and half plane models. 

A simple rule-of-thumb can be applied to such profiles to determ
ine 

the approximate location and width of a conductive zone.

However, the form of these EM response curves varies 

relative to the coil separation used; to the geometry of the 

conductive source i.e. body width, depth and thickness and also 

relative to the frequencies involved. Consequently, by using 

multi-frequency and/or multi-coil separation EM techniques in 

horizontal loop measurements it is often possible to:

1) determine anomalies due to overburden effects and 

to distinguish these sources from more important 

bedrock sources.

2) Acquire information suitable for a detail evaluation 

of both the lateral and vertical parameters of 

conductors observed as horizontal loop anomalies.

• 10 TINTO CANADIAN fX'LOHATIOtt UMITCO
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3) Detect weaker or multi-source conductors even under 

difficult terrain conditions and attempt an evaluation 

of the associated body width, depth and conductivity- 

thickness parameters.

A test program report prepared and widely disseminated 

by J. E. Betz, consultant for APEX PARAMETRICS, the manufacturer 

of Max-Min II equipment is recommended for further discussion on 

the system components, field performance and handling character 

istics of this instrument. In total 1,179 observations were made 

at each frequency on survey stations spaced at 25 metre intervals 

for a total grid coverage of 29.45 kilometres within the claim 

group. 

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS.

Magnetic Results: All magnetic data, corrected for 

hourly drift and diurnal variations are presented as contours 

on Dwg. M 3583 and M 4560. Contour intervals of 200 gammas have 

been used with all recorded data and station positions plotted 

at a horizontal scale of 1:2500.

Background magnetic values between 200 gammas and 400 

gammas predominate over this grid. However, several complex 

magnetic zones are recognizable on the eastern half of the claim '
l

group. These magnetic anomalies generally in excess of 600 gammas ' 

above background amplitudes appear to conform to the general 

geological trend for this area i.e. northwest trend, and as such 

may reflect either rock changes or mineralized zones. Higher 

magnetic values within these anomalies, with amplitudes up to 

6000 gammas, and associated magnetic lows to - 2000 gammas are 

interpreted as probably reflecting a complex network of pyrrhotite

• 10 T1NTO CANADIAN EXPLORATION LIMITED
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magnetite bearing mineralized bands within the metavolcanic rocks.

Correlation of previous drill results and the results of 

geological mapping by Fab Metal Mines Limited with the magnetic 

contours indicate that a major fault extends from 350E line 7N 

to line 4N at the baseline. This north-south trending fault 

appears to continue through the grid from the area of lines 4N 

and 5N at the baseline to the area near 950W line 25. Segments 

of this fault trace appear associated with localized dipolar 

magnetic patterns, however; the main magnetic indication of 

faulting is the offset of the complex eastern magnetic zone. The 

fault trace also appears to coincide with a prominent magnetic low 

in the northeast part of the grid with virtually no magnetic 

contrast being evident towards the southwest.

A diabase dike previously identified by drilling

appears to conform with a second major magnetic low extending from 

300E, line 9N to 100E line 6N. This dike appears to "merge" 

with the main fault trace between 4N, and 5N on the baseline. 

The positive magnetic anomalies within the complex eastern 

magnetic zone lying north of line 4N appear to correlate directly 

with the known showing area on this property.

It is consequently assumed that the magnetic anomalies 

some coinciding with recognized EM conductors lying grid south 

from line 4N to line O also reflect sulphide mineralization 

predominantly .

Unlike the north section of the eastern magnetic zone, 

the south section from line O to line 14S although equally

• 10 TINTO CANADIAN CXPIORATION IIHITCO
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magnetic, does not appear to represent a sulphide rich horizon. 

In fact this part of the eastern magnetic zone is tentatively 

correlated with a magnetic anomaly at 700E line 7N.

Electromagnetic Results: In-phase and quadrature values 

obtained using the variable frequencies and coil separation

as indicated in the .technical data statement are presented on'

X-.,' 
'

Dwg. E-3581, E-3582, E-4558 and E-4559.

A vertical scale of l centimetre s 10% has been used 

to represent both in-phase and quadrature values against a metric 

horizontal scale of 1:2500. Prominent topographical features 

are outlined on all drawings as are claim boundaries.

The only conductive zone recognized from this survey 

occur along a linear northwest trend from 150W line IN to the 

vicinity of 200E to line UN. No other conductors are present 

on this claim group and overburden effects do not appear to 

influence these anomalies.

Anomalous in-phase amplitudes observed on the lower 

frequency (444 Hz) are only slightly smaller than the amplitudes 

of anomalous effects at the high frequency (1777 Hz) and although 

the in-phase to quadrature ratios vary from line to line they do 

indicate a definite bedrock source.

The main conductive horizon can be traced from north 

to south starting on line UN at 210 metres east through line 

ION at 250 metres east diminishing somewhat in strength on line 

9N at 230 metres east, showing good conductivity on line 8N at 

210 metres east and diminishing again on line 7N at 160 metres 

east.

• 10 TIM TO CANADIAN OPIOMATION LIMITED
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At this point the conductive zone is truncated by a 

north-south trending diabase dike. Although slightly offset, 

good conduction continues from line 6N at 110 metres east, remain
s 

strong on line 5N at 70 metres east and is apparently cross-cut 

aoain between lines 5N and 4N by a north-south trending fault. 

A weaker conductive horizon is recognized to continue from line 

4N at 10 metres east, through line 3N at 60 metres west with only 

minor conduction on line 2N at 120 metres west.

A parallel conductor is recognized east of the main 

horizon. The anomalous amplitudes are weaker, an indication 

which may imply a deeper source. Moderate conductivity effects 

are recognized from line 6N, 275E through line 5N, 260E to line 

4N, 240E. Along strike weak anomalies are indicated on line 9N, 

370E, line 8N, 135E and line 2N, 090E and line IN, 060E.

This zone has direct minor magnetic correlation from 

line 7N to IN, possibly extending to line 00 near the base line. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A conductive horizon of good to intermediate conduct 

ivity was traced over a strike length of 900 metres. It consists 

of at least three segments, cross-cut by a diabase dike and 

intercepted by faulting.

Portions of this conductor were previously tested by 

relatively shallow drilling and although base metal sulphides 

were intersected, further exploration was terminated.

A geophysical target area remains on line 6N and 5N 

near 100E. This strong conductor correlates directly with a 

magnetic anomaly of approximately 2000 gammas. A dip towards

TIMTO CANADIAN iIPlOftATION IIMITCD
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grid west is interpreted. A deep, parallel conductor, although 

weaker in amplitude appears to correlate with a projected rhyolitic 

setting. ^

A aravity survey is recommended to cover the northern 

section of the complex eastern magnetic zone to select a drill 

target along the identified conductive horizon.

Toronto, April, 1978. H. Beckmann 
J. A. Mccance

MIO TINTO CANADIAN IX*10*ATIOM LIMITED
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TABLE OF CLAIMS

CLAIM BLOCK

S409880-S409885 inclusive

STATUS

6 claims
under extension
to April 28,1978

OWNER*

"Opt"

S471765-S471774 inclusive 10 claims
in good standing 
to Oct j.3, 1978

S471820-S471824 inclusive 5 claims
in good standing 
to Feb 6, 1979

'Opt'

"Own"

*"0pt" claims held by Riocanex under terms of 1978 Barry Option
agreement.

'Own" c 1 sims owned by Riocanex not subject to terms of 
iiarry Option agreement.
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Certificate

I, HERWART K. F. BECKMANN, o f the County of Peel, City of 

Mississauga, Province of Ontario do hereby certify,

1. That I am a geophysical technician and reside at 108b 

Albertson Crescent, Mississauga, Ontario.

2. la a t I graduated from the Radio College of Canada at Montreal 

in 1955 with a degree in Electronic Engineering.

3. That I am a member of the European Association of Exploration 

Geophysicists.

4. That I am an Associated member of the American Society of 

Exploration Geophysicists.

5. That I have been practising my profession for a period of 

eighteen years.

6. That I am employed by Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Limited 

as Supervisor Geophysical Surveys.

7. That I supervised this survey with the co-operation of 

J. A. Mccance, P. Eng., Chief Geophysicists.

8. That this report was edited by J. A. Mccance, P. Eng.

Date : /f 7 f
H. Beckmann
Supervisor Geophysical Surveys
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4iM5swee82 eeaa PARKIN 300

GEOPHYSICAL - GEOLOGICAL - GEOCHEMICAL 
TECHNICAL DATA STATEMENT

t

TO BE ATTACHED AS AN APPENDIX TO TECHNICAL REPORT
FACTS SHOWN HERE NEED NOT BE REHEATED IN REPORT 

TECHNICAL REPORT MUST CONTAIN INTERPRETATION, CONCLUSIONS ETC.

Type of Survey Magnetic, Horizontal loop EM 444 Hz, 1777 Hz

Township or Arra Parkin

Chum hnitWM Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Ltd,

2400-120 Adelaide St.W, Toronto

Author of Hfnnrt H.Bepkmann and J. A. Mccance.^ - - 

c/o Rio Tinto Canadian Exploration Ltd.

Covering Dates of Survey December 1977. April 1978
(Imccutting to office)

Total Miles of Line "M 20.85 (33.57 kilometres!

SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
CREDITS REQUESTED

ENTER 40 days (includes 

line cutting) for first 

survey.

ENTER 20 days for each 
additional survey using 
s.ime grid.

DAYS

Geophysical ^'"Hz 

, 20) ,

 MiiPiu-uinu-n-r / ' 4 0

 Radiometric

 Other———.
1777 Hz 

?Q

Geological.

AIRBORNE CREDITS (Special provision credits do not apply lo airborne surveys)

Magnetometer   
(enlrr days per claim) 

, April 25.197a;,r.NATlTBE.
Author of Kcport or Agcnl

PROJECTS SECTION Z /P *-

Previous Surveys

by. .dati-

Approved by,.

Approved hy

MINING CLAIMS TRAVERSED 
List numerically

(prefix)

S 409880
(number)

' 409881 ^ 

l . ..409882; /t

./.....4098.83...!'. 

Kfti 4p9884.^

,.V...4p.98.8.5...f. 

;; 471765 ,,

.J....471766.J,/ 

l...471767 .J,

...'.....47.13.68...^

...'.....4.7.12.69....

^ 471.770 ^

y 47^771 '

.....'.....4.713.7.2..^,....,,.................,.....,

..........4.7.12.7.4....^................................

471820 *'

.^.....431822.......

•s 471823 y
"' 471824 S

TOTAL CLAIMS.
21



Show instrument technical data in each space for 
type of survey submitted or indicate "not applicable*

GEOPHYSICAL TECHNICAL DATA

GROUND SURVEYfo^tj^, 444 Hz 1777 Hz Magnetics 444 Hz 1777!'z

Number of s.^. 1336 J 179 1179 ^^ of Rcadings ^32 1179 1179

Station intfrvaiMag t 12.5, 25.0 metres EM both f reg. 25.0 metres —..-——— 

Line spacing ______ 100 metres _______________________________ ; 
Profile se ale or Contour interval. Magnetics; 200 gammas EM lcro ~ 1 096 1:2500 -.

(specify for each type of survey) 

MAGNETIC

Instrument Scintrex MF-2 Fluxaate-tvpe vertical field magnetometer —— 

Accuracy - Scale ™™tant 10 gammas on 1000 gamma scale .——.—————........—

Diurnal correction mpthoH line of base stations (1,O frn 1 . *\ IvMirg interval ) 
Base station lotion Alo"9 Base line, tie line and trail as indicated.

ELECTROMAGNETIC

APEX Parametrics MAX MIN II mult i frequency EM unit ,————
Coil configuration Horizontal lpop

Coil separation 100 metres
Accurac ______ 1^6 of primary field

__ _ ^^ ^^ *

Method: d Fixed transmitter CD Shoot back S3 In line d Parallel line \

Frequency 444 HZ, 1777 HZ , _____________________________________________________________ j
(ipecify V.L.K. tution) \

parami'trrK mi-:i*urpH I" ~ phase and Quadrature components of the secondary field j

GRAVITY at each frequency i

Instrument _______________________________________________________________ i

Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and locution.

Elevation accuracy^-—-——-^-——————^ 
INDUCED POLARIZATION - RESISTIVITY

Instrument —^——.—.--—.-—.—.——-.--^——™.

Time domain_____________________________ Frequency domain. 

Frequency—————————————————————————-—— Range———————

Powrr _________,——————————————————————————————————————————

Electrode array__ 

Electrode spacing. 

Type of electrode.
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